FIVE YEAR PLAN

BIOLOGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES (BNR) RENOVATION
The proposed Biology and Natural Resources (BNR) renovation consists of 50,000 GSF of renovated space and 10,000 GSF of new space, including a new circulation tower on the NW corner to serve all four levels. This addition provides needed ADA, restroom, exit stairs, and elevator upgrades for the building. A 3,000 GSF addition to the west entrance will provide a lobby and student study space outside the 300 seat auditorium. The BNR does not currently have any study or collaboration space available for students. The project budget is $26 M.

PHASE II SPACE DYNAMICS LAB
Phase II of the Space Dynamic Lab is proposed to begin design and construction in 2018. Phase II will consist of 75,700 GSF of new space, and will occupy the site directly to the south of the Phase I building. The project budget is $31.3 M. (pictured left)

PHASE I SPACE DYNAMICS LAB
Construction began on a new Space Dynamics Lab building at the USU Innovation Campus in the summer of 2016. The $28.8 M project will be completed in October of 2017, and will add 76,200 GSF of new research and prototyping space for the development of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance technologies. The project was initially planned as two phases, which have been combined into one. The building will include offices, electronics and computer testing labs, server rooms, conference rooms, and a marketing board room. The building will require a high level of security and redundancy of systems.

LIFE SCIENCES
The new $45 M Life Sciences Building was funded primarily by state capital development funds in FY 2017, and is currently under construction. The building sits in the heart of the academic core of the USU Logan campus on an open site to the south of the BNR building, providing optimal adjacency for programs in the College of Science and the College of Natural Resources. The 96,000 GSF project will consist of new teaching and research labs, large classrooms, faculty and graduate student offices, and student study and collaboration space. The project construction is expected to conclude in the fall of 2018. (pictured left)

CENTER FOR LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
The proposed 56,000 GSF building will be sited in the area between Ray B. West and Old Main, at the SW corner of the Quad. It will house units of the Department of Languages, Philosophy, and Communication Studies; units of the Department of Sociology, Social Work, and Anthropology; the Anthropology Museum; Utah Public Radio; and new class labs, seminar rooms, and student study spaces. The project budget is $20 M.

SOURENSON CENTER FOR CLINICAL EXCELLENCE
A new building for the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services is under construction on the site previously occupied by the Center for Persons with Disabilities building, a prime location on the Education Quad. The project began construction in the spring of 2016, and consists of 116,000 GSF to house multiple clinics and services in a multidisciplinary center. The building will include early childhood education classrooms, distance education classrooms, specialized behavioral health therapy rooms, a nursing simulation lab, a hydrotherapy pool, a gross motor skills room for physical and occupational therapy, a speech-language clinic, a hearing and balance clinic, a memory clinic, a café, a teaching kitchen, and an underground parking garage. The project budget is $37.3 M and is expected to be completed in November 2017 (pictured right).

VALLEY VIEW RESIDENCE HALL REPLACEMENT
The Valley View Residence Hall replacement project is currently under construction on the main USU campus in Logan. The site is adjacent to the existing Valley View Tower, which will be demolished when the project is complete. Construction began in the spring of 2016, and is scheduled to be complete in the spring 2018. The project will provide 110,000 GSF (366 beds) of new residential space, configured in compact suite style with multiple common spaces on each floor. The total budget for the project is $24.5 M. (pictured right)
Utah State University is located in northern Utah’s beautiful Cache Valley. Established in 1888, USU is the state’s land-grant university. USU’s central campus sits above downtown Logan, Utah at the base of the Bear River Mountains. The University was historically planned around two central tenets: the main quadrangle and the underlying city grid system. Current USU master planning has set the following goals to accommodate long range growth on campus:

1. Accommodate anticipated increases in enrollment
2. Preserve USU’s land-grant legacy
3. Sustain student residency on campus
4. Maintain a compact, walk-able academic core
5. Strengthen the image of USU
6. Enhance compatibility with the community
7. Maintain consistent spatial pattern and density
8. Efficient and safe pedestrian and vehicular circulation

The historical basis for planning at USU will continue to provide the framework for the campus plan. Additionally, new quadrangles and courtyards will be prioritized as density of buildings increase. Main entrances and nodes of activity will be strengthened and linkages developed and maintained. Density will be increased, while maintaining a suitable, human scale. Parking structures will replace surface lots over time. Future planning will enable alternative modes of transportation as well as address sustainability goals.
USU EASTERN CAMPUS - BLANDING

USU Eastern campus in Blanding currently serves over 650 students with 25 degree programs. The student body is more than 75% Native American, with students from Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and the southeastern portion of Utah.

The Blanding campus was established in 1977 and joined Utah State University in 2010. The 83-acre site sits on the southwest edge of the city of Blanding, bounded on the west by a desert plateau and trails connecting students and the community through cedars, shaded washes, and sculptural, rocky outcroppings. The campus identity is both proudly Aggie and uniquely Four Corners.

The USU Eastern Blanding Campus Master Plan addresses the current state of existing buildings, provides phased plans for new buildings and facilities to 50 years, and allows for the accommodation of unforeseen growth and needs. (pictured right)

USU BOTANICAL CENTER MASTER PLAN

The USU Botanical Center (USUBC) is located in Kaysville, Utah. Its mission is to educate Utah residents about conservation and the wise use of plant, water, and energy resources, with a particular focus on the needs and interests of urban homeowners. The USUBC Master Plan was completed in 2016. (pictured left)

KAYSVILLE EDUCATION CENTER EXPANSION

The Kaysville Education Center is being expanded in response to enrollment demand and an increase in course offerings. The 6,500 GSF addition will also provide offices for Davis County Extension Services which will relocate from Farmington to consolidate services in a single location. The project construction is expected to conclude in the fall of 2017. The projected cost is $2.3 million. (pictured below)
STATEWIDE CAMPUS

As a public land-grant university, Utah State University is committed to expanding and enhancing the educational opportunities of the citizens of Utah. With statewide campuses, Education Centers, and multiple education sites in all of Utah’s 29 counties, higher education is now more accessible than ever before. These campuses and centers support and facilitate the delivery of quality courses and degree programs to students throughout Utah. Current USU master planning has set the following goals to accommodate immediate as well as long range growth throughout the state:

- Accommodate anticipated increases in enrollment
- Sustain student residency at USU Eastern
- Preserve USU land-grant legacy
- Create and maintain compact, walkable academic cores
- Strengthen the image of USU
- Enhance compatibility within communities
- Maintain consistent spatial patterns and density
- Efficient and safe pedestrian and vehicular circulation

The mission of USU statewide campuses is to provide opportunities for professional and vocational learning, as well as lifelong enrichment through participation in social and cultural programs. These programs enable people of all ages and circumstances to enrich their lives and increase their knowledge without disrupting their employment or lifestyle. Programs offered range from associate to doctoral level, including endorsements and certificates. As student enrollment increases, future planning will continue to address the needs of these facilities.

STATEWIDE MASTER PLANNING

MAP KEY

A LOGAN CAMPUS
○ USU EASTERN
☆ REGIONAL CAMPUSES
△ EDUCATION CENTERS
○ CLASSROOMS WITH SELECT PROGRAM DELIVERY